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'Panama papers' in a nutshell
The 'Panama papers' have shone new light on the practices, policies and measures used by tax-
payers and tax jurisdictions which render revenues and tax bases opaque, thus reducing tax bills
and resulting in lost revenue for countries. However, even before this story broke, the subject had
not been out of the headlines in recent months, and the main difference to previous revelations is
the sheer bulk of cases, covering a huge number of tax-payers in many countries.

What are the Panama papers?
The 'Panama papers' cover nearly 40 years of business undertaken by a Panama-headquartered law firm,
and show numerous ways to exploit secretive offshore tax regimes to hide funds and income.

The information, released gradually, comes from the articles published daily since 3 April 2016.

A bulk leak of documents
Obtained from an anonymous source by the German newspaper, Süddeutsche Zeitung, the documents were
shared by the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) with other media organisations. The
leaked documents (11.5 million in total) include e-mails, shareholder registers, bank statements, internal
reports, passport scans and company certificates. The law firm which held them says it is the result of an e-mail
server hack. It is located in Panama (considered a services-based economy) and has branches around the world.
The documents will not be made public, the news organisations participating in the investigation
(collaborating partners) have decided. This has raised criticism, since this approach is at odds with the
alternative, consisting of making public all the documents. The arguments for not doing so are based on
protection of personal data and the fact that the individual documents require cross-analysis with others to
deliver a full picture of the hidden situation.
Investigated by news organisations
Based on the leaked documents, articles have been published by journalists participating in the
investigation. A number of news organisations have created specific webpages on the 'Panama papers' (see
for instance among the ICIJ collaborating partners: Süddeutsche Zeitung, the Guardian, Le Monde, Le Soir, El
Confidencial, L'Espresso) as well as the ICIJ itself which has a page dedicated to the Panama Papers.
Covering nearly 40 years of business transiting a Panama law firm
The cross-border journalistic investigation, as revealed in press and media coverage, highlights some of the
global tax policy issues and challenges. The articles and information released – bit by bit – show how the
leaked papers reveal the use of offshore structures by individuals who had recourse to the services of the
Panama-based law firm concerned. Some reactions have stressed that the documents cover a long period of
time, and that some of the situations covered are likely to be already known or investigated.
The services provided by the firm, on a fee basis, include incorporating and administering companies in
offshore jurisdictions. If offshore structures are not as such illegal (some uses being legal) they can, however,
be used to hide transactions relating to funds not declared or hidden (perhaps linked to criminal activities).

Secrecy surrounding opaque transactions
Shadowy world of financial transactions
The practices revealed cover all areas of tax avoidance, evasion, fraud and crime. Those involved are tax-
payers seeking discretion or anonymity, with the assistance of facilitators such as advisors, law firms (both
the one concerned and others that had directed clients to it) and banks. Different types of companies are
used, namely front companies, shell companies, offshore companies, and letterbox companies, as well as
trusts. The result is the creation of series of companies created to shelter funds discreetly (which renders
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identification of the beneficial owner extremely difficult, not least for tax authorities). Such practices prosper
with the lack of, or only partial, traceability of transactions hiding the beneficial owners, to which can be
added secrecy and limited participation in exchange of tax information.
A number of countries have tax regimes attractive to those offering or seeking these practices. The terms tax
haven, offshore financial centre, and non-cooperative jurisdiction describe jurisdictions with certain tax
features, namely no or minimal taxation on income and assets of non-residents, lack of effective exchange of
relevant information with other governments on their tax-payers, and minimal or no disclosure on financial
dealings and ownership of assets. The map is not static, with activity moving from locations where
transparency has improved to others where opacity continues.
Practices that thrive in the absence of tax/financial transparency
The 'Panama papers' are described as showing myriad ways to exploit secretive offshore tax regimes.
Opaque transactions relate to tax evasion, fraud and avoidance, and also money laundering for criminal
activities. Opacity has also played an important role in cases of breaches of economic sanctions. For all
these, opacity (resulting from secrecy, lack of traceability and failure to share tax information) obscures
useful and necessary information, and thus provides a safe haven for tax evasion (illegal) and tax avoidance
(legal unless deemed illegal by the tax authorities or, ultimately, by the courts), as well as criminal activities,
out of sight of the authorities (tax authorities and others, depending on the nature of the operations).
Transparency
The 'Panama papers' revelations underline the pressing need to increase transparency as a means to tackle
the problem: a global problem which can only be addressed through a global response, involving all
countries. Remaining 'hold-outs' jeopardise progress in the framework of the OECD's work with the G20 on
improving the exchange of tax information, through a global Common Reporting Standard (CRS) for the
automatic exchange of information (AEOI). In February 2016, the OECD Secretary-General informed the G20
Finance Ministers that Panama was back-tracking on its commitment to AEOI.
At European Union level, the implementation of AEOI was adopted in December 2014 as an amendment to
Council Directive 2011/16/EU concerning administrative cooperation in the field of taxation (DAC) (also
amended to encompass tax rulings as proposed in the transparency package, and about to be amended to
implement the OECD's BEPS action 13, which provides for corporate country-by-country reporting).

Reactions to the leaked documents
National and international reactions
While Panama has reacted by opening an investigation into the leak, as well as announcing action to
strengthen the transparency of its financial and legal systems, several countries have indicated that they will
go through the Panama papers and open investigations. Another reaction is the placing of Panama back on
the non-cooperative jurisdiction list (it had recently been withdrawn from an FAFT grey list on money-
laundering). Some, however, question the neutrality of the leak, while others have not reacted.
The OECD not only highlighted Panama's AEOI position but also indicated that 'no jurisdiction can benefit
from failing to meet their commitments', and that the London Summit in May will be critical. Some reactions
mention the need to provide means to ensure that transparency is applied by all, including the possible use
of sanctions for ensuring effectiveness of transparency mechanisms. The underlying question is whether
some kind of indemnity could be created in order to limit the risks taken by facilitators (lawyers,
intermediaries, banks).
EU level
In reaction to the release of the 'Panama papers' a call has been launched to the European Parliament
relating to whistle-blowers and protection of journalists, since its authors consider that provisions relating to
the protection of business secrets may lead to tools for some law firms to sue journalists releasing
documents such as the Panama papers.
Some consider that the leaked documents could be a catalyst for positive change and bring new impetus to
some policy action such as the EU list of tax havens, and the treatment of trusts. The initial reaction of the
European Commissioner for Taxation, Pierre Moscovici, stressed the need to act.

The European Commission is due to make a statement at the European Parliament’s April I plenary.
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